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Abstract
Synthetic biology-inspired gene- and cell-based therapies are recognized as central pillars of next-generation
medicine. However, the controllability remains a critical issue for clinical applications. The design of
sophisticated genetic switches enables spatial and temporal control of gene- and cell-based therapies. Such
platform will open new possibilities for employing synthetic biology to advance personalized precision
medicine. In this talk, I will present the most recent advances about design and creation of synthetic genetic
switches for controlling cell behavior and drug delivery. We have engineered several gene switches controlled
by small molecules for controlling blood glucose homebodies and chimeric antigen receptor T (Car-T) cell
immunotherapy. Furthermore, we also have developed several innovative optogenetics-based technologies
to achieve traceless, remotely controlled genome engineering and precision dosing of an enormous range of
therapeutic outputs. These engineered genetic switches expand the synthetic biology toolkit for the
development of therapeutic interventions and precise genome engineering in many areas of basic and
translational research, which may in turn boost the clinical progress of precision medicines.
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